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To date, most research about stateless populations is undertaken by researchers
who have never been stateless themselves, and so is the evaluation of this research
across various disciplines. While this distinction between the study and the
experience is a common issue for many similar subjects, it does have
consequences on what and how knowledge is produced on statelessness. The most
obvious result is that understanding statelessness is predominantly citizenist in
nature, whereby citizen researchers have often juxtaposed the lack of nationality
against citizenship in a world organised through the naturalised institution of the
state. 1
As statelessness research is developing within and across several academic
disciplines, there is a need for critical reviews on how the phenomenon is broadly
explored and theorised. Feminist scholarship, in this regard, can provide several
tools for such an endeavour as it has historically challenged forms of knowledge
and analysis of issues through critical approaches such as standpoint theory and
intersectionality. 2 Underpinned by Judith Butler’s account of ‘troubling’
naturalised forms of knowledge, 3 feminist thought inspires us to ‘trouble’ and
problematise the naturalised knowledge on statelessness that operates within a
predominantly citizenist structure of the world. 4 By adopting such critical
approaches, statelessness research could open up to substantial forms of
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knowledge that are much broader and vital for the interpretation of both the right
to and the lack of nationality. 5
In a paper on statelessness and feminist analysis, Deirdre Brennan suggests that
critical theory based on a feminist standpoint epistemology can provide a nuanced
and intersectional understanding of the experience of statelessness. 6 This
knowledge is also indispensable to challenging the established structures of
citizenship. At the same time, since statelessness is not a single issue operating in
vacuum, 7 we do need to understand its various intersections, diverse meanings,
experiences and challenges, first and foremost from stateless persons themselves.
As such, this approach becomes necessary not only for constructing critical,
dynamic and engaged knowledge with (rather than on or about) the stateless, 8 but
is equally vital for allowing the expression of noncitizenist accounts on the issue.
In this commentary, I introduce and propose the concept of stateless standpoint
epistemology as an approach in statelessness research for realigning knowledge
with stateless persons’ experiences. Basically, this means starting knowledge
about statelessness from the standpoints of stateless persons. Drawing on feminist
standpoint scholarship, I outline the elements of stateless standpoint epistemology
on a theoretical level with the aim to further develop it as the central methodology
for my ongoing research concerning the statelessness of Kurds from Syria. This
contribution, while in its initial phase, attempts to open the field of statelessness
studies to critical epistemologies and address the existing gap of methodological
discussions about how and what knowledge of statelessness is produced,
something that is much needed but is often marginally stated or left out from the
body of research.
FEMINIST STANDPOINT THEORY
The concept of standpoint epistemology was developed by feminist scholars as
part of several key negotiations aimed at redefining knowledge and methods of
inquiry into the intricate relationship between knowledge and power. 9 In her
discussions of the politics of science, Sandra Harding critically states that
knowledge is not neutral and is always situated depending on our position in the
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social order. 10 In this sense, knowledge of society coming from the standpoint of
the working class, for example, is more ‘objective’ than what the dominant class
maintains, as the exploited are more aware of their conditions. This is what
Harding calls ‘strong objectivity’, in contrast to objectivity that presupposes
impartial observation in a positivist sense. 11 Knowledge produced from a
standpoint informed by the experience of the knowing subject thus becomes more
trustworthy than what is produced through detached observation. Reality as
experienced by the exploited, oppressed or persecuted, for instance, creates the
conditions in which they recognise their positions and their place in the world as
well as the standpoints through which they communicate and inform stronger
knowledge about these conditions. 12 In the standpoint perspective, objective
knowledge is not about being more neutral or employing more observations,
instead, it is about acknowledging that reality is subjective, and that ‘strong
objectivity’ can be found in the standpoint of those who live, experience and
challenge that reality.
The feminist standpoint theory has unsurprisingly been critiqued for its
ambivalence towards the dichotomy of objectivity and subjectivity, or between
concept and reality, by situating knowledge in ‘women’s lives’ along a continuum,
and thus preserving or acknowledging the existence of the dichotomy it has set to
deconstruct. 13 Moreover, while the feminist standpoint theory has challenged
previous forms of knowledge on women, critics have indicated that the theory
(especially through the manifestations of its early pioneers) has fallen into the trap
of essentialising itself. 14 In this sense, the feminist standpoint theory has been
accused of engendering a generalised understanding of experiences of women as
essentially the same and universal while obscuring diversity. 15 Indeed, such
criticism of the feminist standpoint theory has contributed to its further
development in becoming a systematic method for voicing the intersecting
dilemmas of marginalised groups. As Harding herself remarked, such
controversiality on the idea of standpoint epistemology has been ‘a valuable
resource’ through which the theory has contributed to political, philosophic and
scientific debates. 16 Since delineating a full outline of these unresolved
controversies is beyond this commentary’s scope, some of the theoretical
underpinnings and critique of the standpoint theory are further discussed through
applying them onto the case of statelessness research.
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OUTLINING STATELESS STANDPOINT EPISTEMOLOGY
Inspired by the feminist standpoint theory, I evoke similar principles for
knowledge about statelessness through the idea of the stateless standpoint
epistemology. Put simply, this entails that statelessness research builds on the
experience — where the stateless recognise and challenge the historical, social
and political arrangements that have persecuted them and construct them as
invisible, denied or non-existent — as the standpoint where knowledge of
statelessness is achieved. While this knowledge is grounded in the experience of
statelessness, there is certainly more than just experience involved in the
construction of a distinct epistemic standpoint in the case of statelessness. The
elements of this formulation include, but are not limited to, situated experience of
statelessness, collective intersubjectivity and epistemic agency.
A

Situated Experience of Statelessness

The stateless standpoint epistemology, practically speaking, is not a mere
reflection of the experience of being stateless. Rather it is about realising the
dilemma as a site of knowledge and understanding the power and social struggle
within and around it. Whilst early standpoint theorists focused on distinctive
experiences of women through promoting concepts such as ‘women’s standpoint’
as a method of inquiry, 17 later feminist scholars redirected the focus to ‘feminist
standpoint’. 18 Through this, they underscored the difference between experience
(as women) and (feminist) epistemic standpoint that is situated in social struggle
of women. Thus, the inquiry on situated experiences of women was mediated
through the feminist standpoint.
In the case of the stateless standpoint epistemology, knowledge also starts from
the experience of statelessness, but the potential of this knowledge to assert a
powerful and distinct epistemic standpoint lies in explicating the full spectrum of
the lived reality of statelessness, as well as in interrogating and transforming social
and political struggles in ways different to what naturalised and citizenist
knowledges offer. The stateless standpoint epistemology, as such, contests
reductionist accounts of the experience of the stateless stressing the dynamic
process of building strong and engaged knowledge from this situated experience
towards a better understanding of the intersecting socio-political dilemmas of
statelessness.
B

Collective Intersubjectivity

Building knowledge from experience towards a standpoint also involves the
historically group-based element of the experience. 19 In other words, while
subjective experience forms the basis for a standpoint, it is the collective social
reality that gives perception for the standpoint. In this regard, some theorists have
considered that ‘standpoint theory is not social enough’, 20 suggesting that
Harding’s notion of ‘strong objectivity’ can be complemented through
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‘intersubjectivity’, which means ‘establish[ing] certain kinds of relations with
others that facilitate our knowing in the world together’. 21 Building on this
perspective, the stateless standpoint epistemology takes into consideration that
knowledge, while being preliminarily subjective, is ‘a socially situated process’. 22
As such, the subjective knowledge of the stateless standpoint should not be
constructed as an isolated experience, but rather as a dynamic, social and collective
process.
At the same time, the theoretical emphasis on socially constructed groups
should not blind us from recognising individual differences. Indeed, feminist
critique has constantly reminded us that ‘women stand at different points in
relation to each other due to various social hierarchies’. 23 Therefore, while the
stateless appear to be constructed as one social category in the stateless standpoint
concept, this does not imply homogenisation or erasure of such differences among
the stateless with regards to legal status, ethnicity, gender, class, age or sexuality.
Taking the difference in legal status as an example, how statelessness is legally
constructed and experienced through various, sometimes hierarchical, legal
statuses around the world indicates both a collective dilemma among the stateless
but also contextual and individual nuances of these experiences. Eventually, it is
task of the stateless standpoint epistemology to engage with these nuances and
illuminate the intersubjectivities within and among them. 24
Founded on stateless experiences and intersubjectivities, the stateless
standpoint epistemology does fundamentally speak to collective and intersecting
struggles within statelessness. Yet, it may also help to uncover more fundamental
challenges in our collective belongings and memberships which are naturalized
through the institution of citizenship. 25 In contrast to citizenist modes of
knowledge making on statelessness, the stateless standpoint epistemology does
not restrict itself to exploring statelessness as a condition of exclusion from
citizenship inflicted upon certain groups in the society. Rather, it informs and
raises major questions about collective struggles within established structures of
citizenship, the society and the world.
C

Epistemic Agency

One of the central questions that the stateless standpoint epistemology raises is
who speaks for the stateless? Answering this question does not lie in reductionist
articulations ascribing to the stateless the conventional, pragmatically convenient,
roles of subjects, informants, or interlocutors in statelessness research. The
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question rather demands a major realignment of statelessness research to embrace
the central epistemic role that stateless individuals have and the power of their
inalienable agency to assume this role in research.
Conventionally, statelessness research has striven to reflect and analyse the
complex reality of statelessness as well as to design and inform policy to eliminate
it. In doing so, a set of tales have been produced and reproduced over time through
which statelessness has been fixated as a synonym for non-existence, exclusion
and denial, bare life, falling between the cracks etc. 26 Such portrayals of
victimhood risk neglecting the empowerment aspect that is crucial for research
with vulnerable communities. What then really falls between the cracks in
statelessness research is a solid engagement with the question of epistemology
taking a point of departure in the stateless standpoint and the epistemic agency of
the stateless.
Such an engagement is very much needed nowadays while the academic debate
around the focus, the methods and even the identity of the field of statelessness
studies is ongoing. 27 At the same time, it is crucial to look at other relevant subject
areas for inspiration. For instance, the question of epistemology has been central
to indigenous studies for decades. 28 In fact, indigenous standpoint literature
provides abundant examples illustrating transformative knowledge as constructed
from the indigenous standpoint. 29 For statelessness research similar engagement
with stateless standpoint epistemology is needed to produce knowledge that can
catalyse ‘changing unjust systems of power’, an aim that that has always been
central to standpoint theorists. 30
CONCLUSION
Opening the discussion about epistemology in statelessness research, this
commentary advocates for a stateless standpoint epistemology grounded in
experiences of the stateless, their collective intersubjectivities and their inalienable
epistemic agency. By interrogating how and what knowledge is produced on the
issue, I argue that stateless standpoint epistemology is an invitation to realign our
knowledge of statelessness vis-à-vis the accepted citizenist modes of knowledge.
While such an epistemology may need time to take its legitimate place within
statelessness research, the mission can start already by acknowledging the
epistemic agency of the stateless, supporting emerging stateless researchers and
denouncing extractive research practices that render naturalised knowledge on
and about the stateless. This recognition is needed at all levels of research carried
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out with the stateless, not only for the significant and transformative role that the
stateless standpoint epistemology can play, but also for research to be truly a venue
for epistemic justice in the face of the injustice created by world structures of
citizenship.
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